Tytan
Hot works helmet
KZ-101
The Tytan helmet is designed for emergency services, rescuers and
workers at height that also use gas, heat and flame. It can be used
during rescue operations from water to roadside, and high altitude or
fall arrest rescue by rescue teams as well as during natural disasters,
e.g. meadow or forest fire and industrial hazards.
Comfortable, lightweight and generous sized.
Additional equipment which can be attached includes; protective
goggles; hearing protectors; torch holders for fixing PELI© and
Streamlight© torches, forestry kits.

ACCESSORIES fitting to Tytan: Leightning / Peltor / Peltor X Series / Unisafe
Ear Muffs & A, B, C, D, E, K, L, M, N, O, P, KZ-03 visor, Cape

Ref.

Hot works helmet

Model

Size

KZ-101

Weight

Rated to

g

kg

700g

Dimensions

Material

52 - 66cm

Fibre glass

Applications

Standards

EN 12492:2012
EN 397:1995
EN 443:1997
EN 443:2008
EN13087-8:2000

Features
>> Optional: Optional Face protector-visor EN 166:2002, EN 14458:2004, neck protectorshort type wool felt cape. (sold separately).

Colour option:

>> Additional equipment (sold separately) includes; protective goggles; hearing protectors;
torch holders for fixing PELI© and Streamlight© torches, forestry kits.

White
Hi-Vis Yellow
Red
Blue
Green
Black
Graphite
Photoilluminescent
Silver Chrome (extra
cost)

>> Includes slots for attaching ear protectors and forestry kits etc.
>> Innovative structure of the shell made of polyamide PA 6.6 reinforced with glass fibre.
>> Suitable for working in high and low temperatures.
>> High comfort of use, light-weight 700 g.
>> Inside made of soft and durable material - natural leather and shock-absorbing insert.
>> System of regulating the head circumference between 52 and 66 cm, ability to regulate
the height of wearing the helmet.
>> Ventilation system, open or close feature.
>> 3-point chin belt with an easy-to-fasten clip.
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